Perceptual evaluation is still the most common method in clinical practice for diagnosing and following the condition progression of people suffering from dysarthria (or speech disorders more generally). Such evaluations are frequently described as non-trivial, subjective and highly time-consuming (depending on the evaluation level). Most of the time, perceptual assessment is performed individually by clinicians which can be problematic since judgment may vary from one clinician to the other. Clinicians have therefore expressed the need for new objective evaluation tools better adapted to longitudinal studies, the observation of small units and rehabilitation context to monitor patients' progress. We have previously proposed an automatic approach to the anomaly detection at the phone level for dysarthric speech. The system behavior was studied and validated with different corpora and speech styles and shows good results in this specific task. Nonetheless, the lack of annotated French dysarthric speech corpora has limited our ability to analyze some aspects of its behavior, such as severity, more precisely (more anomalies are detected automatically compared with human experts). To overcome this limitation, we proposed an original perceptual evaluation protocol applied to a limited set of decisions made by the automatic system, relating to the presence of anomalies. Particularly, we intended to focus our analyses on some ambiguous cases in order to enrich our knowledge about the 22 comprehensibility, efficiency and perceptual degrees of severity [6]. Ortho-23 graphic transcription of speech samples (sentences, words, pseudo-words) is 24 2 also considered a standard method of assessing intelligibility [7] of patholog-25 ical speech. Such methods are highly variable considering the different gran-26 ularities (phoneme, syllable or word, sentence) and speech production tasks 27 (read speech, isolated words, pseudo-words or selection of the pronounced 28 word from a closed list of possible productions, etc.) that could be used.
system behavior. This evaluation was carried out by a jury of 29 non-naive individuals. Results confirm the relevance of the system for the anomaly detection, and place it within the most severe juries. Besides interesting information related to the system behavior, the evaluation protocol highlighted main differences between human process and the automatic system: humans have difficulties in focusing on small units and they are influenced by contextual information, while the system only focuses on small units. In a way, is frequent and well documented. In addition, clinicians who evaluate the 48 speech of patients are very well trained in detecting the phonetic characteris-49 tics associated with the physiopathology of dysarthria. However, a frequent 2.1. Automatic Anomaly Detection Approach 133 The automatic phone-based anomaly detection system relies on two steps 134 : a text-constrained phone alignment to obtain the phone segmentation and 135 a classification of speech segments into normal and abnormal phones (anoma-136 lies). 137 The automatic phone segmentation of the speech utterances into phones 138 is carried out with the help of an automatic text-constrained phone alignment 139 tool. This tool takes into account the parameterization of the speech signals 140 produced by a given speaker, gender-dependent acoustic models of French 141 phones, the sequence of words pronounced by the speaker in each utterance 142 and a phonetized, phonologically-varied lexicon of words based on a set of 37 143 French phones. The sequence of words comes from a manual orthographic 144 transcription performed by a human listener following some annotation rules. 145 The automatic alignment process is then based on a Viterbi decoding 146 and graph-search algorithms, the core of which is the acoustic modeling of 147 each phone, based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In this work, each 148 phone is modeled using a 3-state context-independent HMM topology which 149 are built using the Maximum Likelihood Estimate paradigm on the basis of 150 about 200 hours of French radiophonic speech recordings [23] . In order to get 151 speaker-dependent models, a three-iteration Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) 152 adaptation is performed to adapt all the HMM parameters. 153 This automatic alignment process results in a couple of start and end 154 boundaries per phone produced in the speech recordings. The precision of 155 this automatic phone alignment was studied according to dysarthric and 156 phonetic classes in [24] . In [22] , the system was evaluated on a very limited corpus of dysarthric 167 speech (4 female and 4 male dysarthric patients, suffering from the same 168 pathology and 6 control speakers) annotated by one human expert. This 169 annotation was made specially for system development and evaluation, by 170 labeling each phone as deviant or not from an acoustic point of view. On 171 this corpus, the system obtained a quite high averaged recall measure 1 of 1 The ratio between the number of phones correctly detected as anomalies by the automatic approach and the number of zones labeled as abnormal in the reference.
2 The ratio between the number of phones correctly detected as anomalies by the automatic approach and the total number of anomalies reported by the automatic processing (truly or falsely). of articulation impairment, and finally, the speech rate of speakers. Analysis 183 of the results pointed out some very interesting behavior of the automatic 184 system, which exhibits quite relevant correlations with the majority of the 185 perceptual criteria (e.g. between 0.8 and 0.9 for almost all of the patholo-186 gies for the global severity degree). In another work [27] , the application of 187 the automatic anomaly detection on read and spontaneous speech still high-188 lighted the interest of such an approach. As mentioned above, the aim of this work was to cope with the lack 241 of annotated corpora appropriate for evaluating the automatic detection of 242 anomalies in speech produced by patients suffering from speech disorders, 243 compared with normal speech. Generally, the annotation of corpora is costly 244 and time-consuming. In our context, difficulties are increased by the fact 245 that the automatic detection of anomalies is carried out at the phone level.
246
A previous unpublished work we did demonstrated that the perceptual eval-247 uation of the presence of anomalies in speech production by humans at the 248 phone level is a very complex task, leading to very heterogeneous decisions, 
266
The second feature of this protocol was the set of speech sequences used 267 for the perceptual evaluation task. Due to the cost of such tasks mentioned 268 above, the totality of corpora automatically annotated by the system could 269 not be used. The concentration level and cognitive effort required for each 270 participant for the evaluation task had also to be taken into account. For 271 these different reasons, this set of speech sequences had to be limited in size,
272
in order to make the task feasible and efficient while relevant for the assess- The selected sequences were extracted from the recordings using Praat
293
[32]. Artificial silences of 400ms and 200ms were added to each at the be-294 ginning and the end respectively in order to avoid abrupt signal cuts for the 295 3 These two speech therapists participated in the design of the perceptual evaluation protocol, but did not take part in the evaluation jury described later. perceptual evaluation process.
296
A speech sequence contained one or several words targeted for the percep-297 tual evaluation. For example, in the sequence "il mange tout seul bien 298 tristement" (he eats very sadly alone), the words "mange" (eats) and 299 "tristement" (sadly) are targeted for the evaluation; the other words of 300 the sequence were considered to be normally produced by the system and 301 both speech therapists (referred to as annotators in the rest of the paper). • 37.5% were referred to as "ambiguous segments". Here, the human 314 annotators disagreed and were not able to decide whether the automatic 315 annotation, considering the target word(s) as abnormal, was correct or 316 not;
317
• 25% were referred to as "false negatives". Here, both annotators con-318 sidered that the system failed to detect the presence of a true anomaly 319 on the target word(s);
320
• 25% were referred to as "false positives". Here, both annotators con-321 sidered that the system falsely labeled the target word(s) as abnormal.
322
Other factors shaped the set of the speech sequences. First of all, efforts 323 had been concentrated on selecting speech produced by the largest number 324 of patients, and representing the four pathologies available in our corpora.
325
Secondly, efforts were made to balance the selected sequences and targeted 326 words in order to vary their nature (grammatical, and lexical words), their 327 length (long and short words) and their position in the sequence (start, mid-328 dle, and end).
329
To respond to these different constraints, a total of 98 speech sequences produced by 40 speakers, including 33 dysarthric patients and 7 healthy control 331 speakers, were finally selected for the perceptual evaluation task. 
357
The experiment was performed as follows: 
372
It is worth noting that no information about the category the speech 373 sequence belonged to was communicated to the experts during the perceptual 374 evaluation. Speech sequences were presented for each listener in a totally 375 randomized order, independently of categories. 376 Figure 3 : Screen shot from the Perceval platform used for the perceptual evaluation. The sequence tested is "et deux petits lutins" (and two little elves). The expert had to check one of two boxes to label each word as "normal" or "déviant" (abnormal ) and press the "valider" (confirm) button. for the "false negatives" category. This rate reflects the system inability 390 to detect potential present anomalies (according to the two annotators).
System-Jury agreement measures

391
The closer to 100 the rate is, the better the automatic approach is in 392 distinguishing anomalies from normal words and not labeling them as 393 abnormal;
394
• the AG nonT argetN ormal rate, measuring the System-Jury agree-395 ment rate on the non-target words labeled automatically as normal 396 for the different test sequence categories. This rate measures the sys-397 tem precision and capacity to distinguish between normal and abnormal 398 words. The closer to 100 the rate is, the better the automatic approach 399 is in not labeling normal words as anomalies; 
Results
401
In this section, we present and discuss the evaluation results according Figure 4 : System-Jury AG targetAnomaly and AG targetN ormal agreement rates (%) on automatically detected abnormal words ("obvious segments", "ambiguous segments" and "false positives") and words labeled as normal ("false negatives"). 415 We observe a high degree of heterogeneity in the results depending on 416 the test category reaching 78%, 58% and 13% for "obvious segments", "am-417 biguous segments" and "false positives" categories respectively (target words 418 labeled as anomalies by the system).
419
The high AG targetAnomaly rate on "obvious segments" confirms the 420 ability of the automatic approach to detect highly distorted segments. This 421 ability was also highlighted in [22] where the approach was able to detect 422 81% of phone-based anomalies annotated by an expert.
423
In contrast, the low AG targetAnomaly rate of 13% observed on "false pos-424 itives" reveals the limits of the proposed approach and its somehow approx-425 imate judgment when facing more subtle anomalies. This result calls for a 426 more in-depth acoustical analysis of these segments in order to better com-427 prehend the automatic system behavior and whether these segments could We note that the best AG targetAnomaly rate occurred in patients suffer-478 ing from lysosomal diseases (LYS) reaching 98.3% and 68.1% on "obvious 479 segments" and "ambiguous segments" respectively. This tendency was to be 480 expected considering that this population was involved in the modeling of 481 the abnormal phones in the automatic system and is consistent with previ-482 ous results in [22] . This does also highlight the importance of the training 483 phase in such an automatic approach and suggests that the use of more data 484 associated with different pathologies and dysarthric classes would improve 485 the system performance, which is already very promising given the results 486 reported earlier. Considering the other populations, we found that the jury members, de-489 spite their expertise level in pathological speech evaluation, were influenced 490 by the acoustic characteristic and the overall speech quality of speakers. This 491 is highly important considering that the instructions given to the jury explic-492 itly restricted the evaluation task to the articulatory production of speakers.
493
This jury's behavior is particularly observed on patients suffering from ALS 494 for whom the jury members annotated the most anomalies compared to other 495 populations and the AG targetAnomaly rate reaches 19.6% on the "false pos-496 itives" category. Indeed, the mixed dysarthria associated with this pathology 497 is characterized by a general hypernasality, hoarseness and low speech rate.
498
This resulted in the tendency of the jury to annotate more anomalies than 499 expected on this population. In contrast, an opposite behavior was observed 500 on control speakers and patients suffering from Parkinson's disease for whom 501 the overall good quality of the speech discouraged the jury members from 502 annotating segments as anomalies and the computed AG targetAnomaly 503 rate over the "ambiguous segments" reaches 15.2% (CTRL) and 42.7% (PD) 504 respectively. Also, we note that patients suffering from PD present quite singular be-516 havior since the jury agreed with the system on the absence of an anomaly on 517 the target words with a rate of 64.4%. This rate is even higher than the one 518 observed in the control speakers (50.6%). This observation is somewhat sin-519 gular and will require a more in-depth analysis of the set of speakers selected 520 in both populations to explain this behavior. 
Additional analysis on a sub-jury 581
A more detailed analysis of listeners responses showed that the overall 582 perception of anomalies increases from 8% to 33% depending on the listener 583 ( Figure 6 ). This suggests that some listeners detect few anomalies while 584 others consider that nearly one third of the words presented in the experiment 585 were produced with anomalies. Consequently, we raised the question whether 586 listeners' responses were consistent or whether their subjectivity may have 587 an influence on the results presented in the previous sections.
588
Perceptual anomaly rate (%) System anomaly rate (%) Figure 6 : Anomaly rate (%) per jury member (perceptual, blue bars) and for the system (red bar).
In order to check if this jury of 29 subjects was consistent, we decided to 589 extract a group of 7 participants from the rest of the jury (jury members J3, 590 J5, J9, J22, J28, J30 and J32). This group, containing 2 speech therapists and 591 5 final-year speech therapy students, presented both higher agreement rates 592 with the system than the rest of the jury and contained more homogeneous 593 members in terms of annotation tendencies.
AG-targetAnomaly AG-nonTargetNormal AG-TargetNormal Figure 7 : System-Jury agreement rates (%) on automatically detected abnormal words (AG targetAnomaly), normal target words (AG targetN ormal and normal non-target words (AG nonT argetN ormal) per test sequence category for the sub-jury.
However, quite the opposite behavior was observed in the "false nega-605 tives" test category where AG targetN ormal for the sub-jury is only 24.2%
606
whereas it reaches 30% for the complete jury. This behavior can be explained 607 by the fact that the chosen sub-jury tended to detect more anomalies than 608 the overall tendency which favors the system when studying anomalies de-609 tected automatically ("obvious segments", "ambiguous segments" and "false 610 positives") but disadvantages it when considering abnormal segments that 611 the automatic approach failed to detect ("false negatives").
612
Finally, comparable AG nonT argetN ormal rates were computed for both 613 juries in the different test categories and for the sub-jury reached 81.4%, 614 86.2%, 81.8% and 95.1% for the "obvious segments", "ambiguous segments", 615 "false negatives" and "false positives" categories respectively. The results presented in section 4 confirm the capacity of the studied 619 automatic approach in the detection of anomalies in dysarthric speech pro-620 duction. Also, the use of different test sequence categories made the analysis
